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Making Your Own Tactual Book: Snowballs in the Desert
(Book by Caroline Musselwhite, From the Recycling Start-to-Finish Literacy Starter Kit, Don Johnston Inc., www.donjohnston.com)

Why?
Students with deaf-blindness have limited access to typical children’s literature.  This book has been adapted to meet this need.  The following contains a materials shopping list and a page-
by-page description for making your own.  The book has been adapted so that it is also appropriate for students with low vision. There are small pieces in these books that may fall off with
use.  It is critical to supervise your students appropriately around this book, as the numerous, small items present serious choking hazards.  Small strips of clear packing tape have been used
to reinforce many of the tactuals.  When possible, the tape has been placed so that it doesn’t cover up important tactual information.

Tactualizing Books
When deciding what to tactualize in a book, it’s important to identify the key concept(s) being taught on a particular page.  This may also include a concept that is not directly in the text, but
is present in the visual picture.  This concept can be tactualized.  Thus, you may not need to have a tactual to represent every single item on every page.  The use of color has been included
for students who have some residual vision, as well as for their sighted peers who may be reading alongside.

Getting Started with Tactualizing Snowballs in the Desert
1. Get the following basic tools/equipment

• High temperature glue gun & glue sticks
• X-Acto Knife
• Scissors (regular and those that make wavy edges)
• All Purpose Craft Snips
• Ruler
• Laminator & laminate
• Packing Tape
• Hole puncher

2. Go shopping and assemble tactuals/materials  (see shopping list)
3. Take apart the book and laminate individual pages
4. Tactualize according to page-by-page directions
5. Bind using comb binder
6. Add Braille (Plan A: Work with VI teacher to get text brailled; Plan B: Use Braille labeler-very laborious!!)
**It is easier to tactualize all of the pages individually.  Wait and bind book together after you have finished tactualizing it.
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Shopping List for Snowballs in the Desert
(Book by Caroline Musselwhite, From the Recycling Start-to-Finish Literacy Starter Kit, Don Johnston Inc., www.donjohnston.com)

Craft Store
(Michael’s/AC Moore’s)

Hardware Store
(Home Depot/Lowe’s)

Miscellaneous
(Around the house)

Fun Foam: 1 or 2 flesh-like colors, e.g. brown,
yellow, orange, pink (1 sheet each)

Fun Foam: black, 1 sheet

Slick Paint: black, blue

1 large package of Pony-beads: metallic or red

1 package of Popsicle sticks

1 sheet adhesive-back felt: dark green or
green Fun Fur (short)

2 sheets adhesive-back felt: different colors
(any)

Dollhouse sized wrench or similar tool

Masking or Graphics tape, 1/8” wide (matte
brown or similar, if possible)

Adhesive felt dots, mixed sizes

Adhesive back linoleum tile

“Goop” Household Glue (Follow all
directions on the package. Be sure to
allow the glue to dry thoroughly!)

Textured/non skid/sandpaper
adhesive back tape

APH foil (order online from APH)
Thin cardboard, such as from a cereal box
1 sheet of lightweight cardstock, light green

6 metal “eraser muffs” (The metal cylinder that holds the
eraser onto most pencils. Use pencils that have old or rubbed-
down erasers: most muffs can be pulled off fairly easily; if not,
use pliers.)

3 small rocks, different textures
2-3 plastic grocery bags
2-3 thin magazines or brochures, preferably with different
weight covers
5 wooden coffee stirrers
1 plastic straw
1 clean sponge (yellow or white) or compressed craft sponge:

re-hydrated and let dried overnight
Plastic from one sandwich or bread bag, about 2” x 2”
1 plastic cap (women’s shaving cream cap works great)
1 soda bottle cap
Newspaper (1 section, or several pages)
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Page-by-Page Descriptions for Book Tactualizing: Snowballs in the Desert
(Book by Caroline Musselwhite, From the Recycling Start-to-Finish Literacy Starter Kit, Don Johnston Inc., www.donjohnston.com)

Before starting, print out the stencils in the kit.  All stencils are shown in the orientation that as they are intended to be used. To avoid “sketch” lines on the finished product, flip the stencil
over (text-side down) to trace.

A note about glue & tape: It may be helpful to use more than necessary to increase durability.  Over time with use items may begin to pull away from page.  Packing tape can be used to tape
down ends of stems and other items.  Thin strips can be used so as to not interfere or cover up important tactual information.  When gluing the parts of each picture to the page, be sure to
allow at least a 1/4” margin between the picture and text. Leave at least 1/2” margin between pictures and the binding edge of the page (for plastic binder holes).  Read all instructions and
warning labels on “Goop Household Glue” before using and always allow “Goop” to dry thoroughly before letting students handle the book!

***Enjoy the book, but please supervise your students appropriately as the numerous, small items present serious choking hazards.

Page Key Teaching
Concept

Item(s)
Represented

Materials Needed What To Do Picture

Front
Cover

Introduce the subject
of the book: recycling
for cash.
Help student(s) identify
the items represented.
When possible, allow
students to make
connections between
the picture and text.
For example, the word
“desert” + a cactus.
Discuss the word
“snowballs.” Ask
students if they have
heard the expression
“snowballing.” If not,
explain what it means.
(To grow in importance
or size.)

1 book

1 bag of cans

Cactus

Hills

Money

12 eraser muffs or 20 pony
beads
Velcro (hook side)
Adhesive back felt, green
3 sheets 8.5” x 11” paper,

light green
Masking or Graphics tape,

1/8” wide
2 squares of plastic grocery

bag, about 6” x 6”

With a paper cutter, cut the green paper in half
to make 6 sheets, 5.5” x 8.5”. Stack the paper
and cut along the 5.5” side into strips: 5/8” each.
Then, cut the strips into 1.5” pieces. (Most paper
cutters can cut a stack of 10-12 sheets at a
time). Discard the remainder. Separate about 45
pieces; bind them around the center with masking
or graphics tape.  Retain the rest of the pieces
for following pages.

Next, cut a loosely curving line across the length
of the felt sheet (hills). Adhere the felt to the
page, below the title. Cut several long, rounded
shapes (cacti) out of the Velcro, varying 3-4.”

Adhere these to the page, some on and some off
the felt. Use scraps to make cactus “arms.”
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heard the expression
“snowballing.” If not,
explain what it means.
(To grow in importance
or size.)

the felt. Use scraps to make cactus “arms.”
Place half the eraser muffs or pony beads in the
center of one grocer bag square. Tie the
adjacent corners together, loosely, to make pairs.
Then tie the pairs together, one time. Glue the
knot in place with hot-glue. Repeat with the
remaining muffs/beads and the other square.

Arrange both bags and the stack of “money” on
the felt background and glue down well.  

1 Read the text with
your student(s) and
help identify the parts
of the picture. Several
materials re-occur
elsewhere in the book
to represent the
same/similar objects.
Begin to develop
associations (ex: the
house shape + vinyl tile
+ the word “house”).
Introduce/reinforce
the recycling symbol.

2 houses

1 recycling bin

A street

Adhesive back vinyl tile
Texture tape, about 9”
Velcro, hook side, 2 strips

about 1”-2”
Plastic from 1 rectangular

blister package
Blue Puff Paint

Attach the strip of texture tape to the page,
just above the text.

Cut two house shapes out of the tile, about 3”
x4” each. Adhere each to the page above the
texture tape. Run a thin strip of clear packing
tape across the top and bottom of each house to
secure it to the page. Vinyl tile has a tendency to
peel up!

Trim the Velcro into two simple cactus-like
shapes. Adhere them to the page beside one of
the houses, where there is room.

Cut the blister-package plastic about 1/4” from
one end to make a “bin” (open on the back and
top) and glue it to the page with hot glue,
between the two houses and above the texture
tape. Secure it to the page with a strip of
packing tape.

With blue Slick Paint, draw the 3-arrow recycling
symbol on the front of the “bin.”
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2 In this book, a
character is often
represented by only
his/her hand. Use the
text to figure out
whose hands are
represented (Mrs.
Martin’s and Jacob’s).

1 hand passing

1 bag of cans to

1 hand

Fun Foam, 1-2 flesh-like
color(s)

Hand 2 stencil
Pony beads, about 15
1 square of plastic grocery

bag, about 6” x 6”

Trace Hand stencils 2 onto Fun Foam twice (the
same color, or one of each): (1) with the text
facing up, (2) with the text facing down. Cut.

Place the pony beads in the center of the grocer
bag square. Tie the adjacent corners together,
loosely, to make pairs. Then tie the pairs
together, one time. Glue the knot in place with
hot-glue. Glue the bag to the page, left-of-
center.

Glue one hand over the knot of the bag with
fingers pointing to the right and thumb pointing
up. Glue the other hand to the page on the right,
with fingers pointing to the left and thumb
pointing up.

3 Picture supports the
text. Help your student
understand the parts of
the picture. Why is
Jacob “too busy”?

Jacob, bending
to work under
the hood of:

A Car

A wrench or
similar tool

APH foil
Jacob 1, 2, and 3 stencils
Car 1, 2 and 3 stencils
Tire stencil
Bumper stencil
Fun Foam, black
Adhesive back felt, 2 colors
Fun Foam, a flesh-like color
Black Slick Paint
Dollhouse sized wrench or

similar tool

Trace Car stencils 1, 2, and 3 onto APH foil. For
each piece, fold all edges to reverse side along
the dotted lines shown on the stencil. Press
creases in the foil flat with the edge of a wooden
spoon.

Using a tool with a blunt point, trace along the
solid lines shown on the stencil (a Braille stylus or
a dull pencil works well).

Using Goop, glue the car pieces to the page,
about 1/2” from the right margin: 1 is the body
of the car shown from the front bumper to the
driver’s side door; 2 is the upper part of the cab
from windshield to driver’s side window; 3 is the
hood. Allow the car body to overlap the raw
edges of the other two pieces. The hood is
raised.
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Trace Tire and Bumper stencils onto black Fun
Foam. Glue the tire to the page in the space
below the car with hot glue. With Goop, glue the
bumper overlapping the lower front of the car.

Trace Jacob 1 stencil onto Fun Foam and cut.

Trace Jacob 2 and 3 stencils onto alternating
colors of felt and cut. Arrange the “Jacob”
pieces so that 2 (shirt) fits under the hood, 3
(pants) lines up with 2 and reaches almost to the
bottom of the car’s tire. Jacob 1 is the top of his
head; glue this to the page with hot glue to the
right of 2.

Draw shoes with black Puff Paint. Use Goop to
glue the wrench or tool to the bottom of the
page, above the text. Secure with a strip of clear
packing tape.

4 The student identifies
Eric’s expression (with
or with out help).  How
does Eric feel? Why?
Accept all reasonable
answers.  If the
student needs help,
select words from the
text to re-read (ex:
“fun”).

 Eric’s face,
smiling

Fun Foam, a flesh-like color
Eric stencil
Adhesive back felt dots (5-

6)
Black Puff Paint

Trace the “Eric” stencil onto Fun Foam and cut.

Glue a small scrap to the center of his face for a
nose. Glue to the page.

Arrange the felt dots around the top perimeter
of his head and secure them with extra hot-glue.

Then, draw eyes and a mouth (smile) with Puff
Paint.
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5 Picture supports the
text. Use tactile clues
to determine which
hand is Eric’s and which
is his mom’s. (The hand
that is larger and
higher up is probably his
mom’s.)

Eric’s hand,
carrying a bag of
cans

Eric’s mom’s
hand, carrying a
bag of cans

Fun Foam, 1-2 flesh-like
color(s)

Hand 1 stencil
Hand 2 stencil
Pony beads, about 30
2 squares of plastic grocery

bag, about 6” x 6”

Make two bags of cans using the grocery bag
squares and pony beads, as on page 2.

Trace Hand stencils 1 & 2 onto Fun Foam and cut.

Glue both bags to the page about 2” apart, one
slightly higher than the other.

Glue Hand 2 over the higher bag’s knot with the
thumb pointing up. Glue Hand 1 over the lower
bag’s knot with the thumb pointing up.

6 Help the student
identify the parts of
the scaled-down
representation of the
grocery store: the
metal door-frame, the
rough pavement, the
recycling bin.

The grocery
store, front

“Grocery Store”
sign

1 recycling bin

The street

Black Puff Paint
Blue Puff Paint
Adhesive back vinyl tile, cut

in strips: (2) 1” x 4” and (1)
1” x 8.5”

APH foil
1 plastic cap
Texture tape, about 9”

Adhere the texture tape to the bottom of the
page above the text.

Cut a rectangle or APH foil: 4.5” x 2”. Fold all
four edges under by 1/4,” on both pieces.

Press creases in the foil flat with the edge of a
wooden spoon. Using goop, glue this piece above
the texture tape, about 2” from the left edge of
the page. Cut another rectangle of APH foil:
6.75” x 2”. Fold and press edges. Save the other
rectangle.

Arrange the tile pieces as a structure: 2 walls
and a flat roof. The roof will overhang the walls.
The left wall is flush with the right edge of the
foil you have glued down. Now add the other foil
rectangle: it fits between the walls and touches
the lower edge of the roof.
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There will be space between this piece of foil
and the first piece of foil. Glue foil pieces with
Goop and adhere tile to the page when all the
pieces fit together.

Cut one more strip of tile: about 2.5” x 1/4”.
Adhere this to the page: it stands to the right of
the lower foil, vertical, and touches the bottom
of the upper piece of foil.

7 Picture supports the
text.
Recognize Eric from
page 4.

Eric, talking on a
Telephone

Eric’s hand

Fun Foam, a flesh-like color
Eric stencil
Hand 1 stencil
Phone stencil
Adhesive back felt dots (5-

6)
Black Puff Paint
APH foil

Create Eric’s face, as on page 4, and glue to the
page.

Trace Phone stencil on APH foil. Fold edges
marked (a) to reverse side along dotted lines
shown on the stencil. Flatten creases with the
edge of a wooden spoon. Then fold edges marked
(b) to reverse side along dotted lines shown on
the stencil. Flatten. Use Goop to glue the phone
beside Eric’s head, with the longest side of the
phone to his cheek.

Trace Hand 1 stencil onto Fun Foam and cut.

With Goop, glue fingers to the widest part of the
phone. Use hot glue to glue the rest of the
hand/wrist to the page.

Use black Slick Paint to draw the phone’s antenna
and Eric’s eyes/open mouth.
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8 Picture supports the
text. Use tactile clues
to recognize the house
from previous pages:
the entire house is not
shown, but the material
is the same on page 1.
Notice that there are
more bags of cans on
this page than on
previous pages. (The
can-collecting project is
“snowballing!”)

A gate

The side of a
house

3 bags of cans

7 popsicle sticks
Adhesive back vinyl tile, 2” x
6”
Pony beads, about 45
3 squares of plastic grocery
bag about 6” x 6”

Starting about 1” from the left edge of the page,
above the text: glue 5 popsicle sticks side-by-
side, about 1/2” apart.

Glue one of the remaining popsicle sticks across
the row, about 1/2” from the top. Glue the other
across the bottom of the row, about 1/2” up.

Using the grocery bag squares and pony beads,
create three “bags of cans” as on previous pages.

Adhere the piece of tile to the right side of the
page, vertically. Secure it to the page with a
strip of clear packing tape across the top and
bottom.

Use hot glue to glue the bags in a heap between
the side of the house (tile) and the gate (popsicle
sticks).

9 Make sure the student
understands the “high-
five” gesture. Why is
Eric’s older brother
giving him a high-five?
Associate the gesture
with the text on the
page: “That’s cool!”
Demonstrate with your
student(s) just for fun.

A “high-five”
(Eric and
Jacob)

Fun Foam, 1-2 flesh-like
color(s)
Eric’s arm stencil
Jacob’s arm stencil

Trace Eric’s arm and Jacob’s arm stencils onto
Fun Foam (the same or different colors).

Glue Jacob’s arm to the page. Then, glue Eric’s
arm to the page with his hand overlapping
Jacob’s.

The arms should be coming from opposite
directions.
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10 Picture supports the
text. Read the Braille
on the sign and
recognize the recycling
symbol.

The Arizona
Times
storefront

“The Arizona
Times” sign

1 box for
recycling

Adhesive back vinyl tile,
pieces 1” x 6” and 2” x
3.5”

APH foil: pieces (2) 5” x 3/4”
(2) 2” x 3/4”
(1) 3” x 3/4”

Box 1 stencil
Thin cardboard
Braille labeler
A ruler
X-acto blade or box-cutter

In upper left side of the page, adhere the 1”
x 6” piece of tile to the page, horizontally.
Secure the tile with clear packing tape at
either end.

Fold edges of all foil pieces (including ends)
to the reverse side, about 1/4” and flatten
creases with the side of a wooden spoon.
Glue three of the foil strips to the page
vertically, each with one end flush to the
bottom edge of the tile strip: the 3” piece
from the left corner of the tile strip; one 5”
strip three and a half inches from the left
edge of the tile; and one 5” strip from the
right corner of the tile.

Adhere the 2” x 3.5” piece of tile to the
page horizontally so that it fits below the
first foil strip (3”) and is flush with the
second (5”). Secure it with clear packing
tape. Use goop to glue the two remaining foil
strips horizontally between the 5” strips,
one at the top and one at the bottom to
make a doorframe.

Trace Box 1 stencil onto cardboard. Score the
cardboard along the dotted lines and fold to
make a box. Glue flaps (a) onto flap (b). Use the
flaps on the back to glue the box to the page
beside the storefront with hot glue. Draw
the recycling symbol on the front of the box
with blue Slick Paint.
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with blue Slick Paint.

Use a Braille Labeler to write “The Arizona
Times.” Cut the tape into three parts,
between the words, and apply the tape in
three lines to the “window” part of the
storefront.

11 Picture supports the
text. Discuss the
transaction: why does
the recycling center pay
for the cans? What
happens to the cans
next? How much money
does the center pay for
one can? (5 or 10 cents.
Not much!)

Eric’s hand,
holding:
1 bag of cans

A hand, holding:
Several dollar-
bills

Fun Foam, 1-2 flesh-like
color(s)

Eric’s arm stencil
Hand 2 stencil
Pony beads, about 30
2 squares of plastic grocery

bag, about 7” x 7”
Light green paper, cut into

2-3 pieces from your pre-
cut 5/8” x 1.5” stack

 Make a “bag of cans” as on previous pages.
This one will be a little bigger.

Glue the bag to the page on the left.
Trace Hand 1 and Hand 2 stencils onto Fun
Foam.

Glue Hand 1 over the knot of the bag, thumb
pointing up. Glue the green paper “bills” into
the palm of Hand 2. Fold the thumb over the
bills and glue in place.

Glue Hand 2 to the right side of the page,
fingers pointing toward the bag.
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12 How thick is this stack?
By feeling the individual
bills, the student can
begin to associate a
tangible quantity with
the value of “$100.”
Discuss some things you
can buy with $100.
(About 10 pizzas, for
example.)

A “high-five”
(Eric and
Jacob)

A stack of 100
bills

Fun Foam, 1-2 flesh-like
color(s)
Eric’s arm stencil
Jacob’s arm stencil
Adhesive back felt
Light green paper, about 50

pieces (5/8” x 1.5” each)
Graphics tape, 1/8” wide

Trace Eric’s arm and Jacob’s arm stencils onto
Fun Foam (the same or different colors). Glue
Jacob’s arm to the page. Then, glue Eric’s arm to
the page with his hand overlapping Jacob’s.

The arms should be coming from opposite
directions.

Separate the remaining green paper pieces into
two equal piles, about 100 pieces each, and put
one pile aside. Separate the other pile in half
again, to make stacks of approximately 50 pieces
each. (100 pieces would be too thick for the
scale). Bind each stack around the center with
graphics tape.

Use hot glue to attach one stack to the page. Put
the other stack of 50 aside. You will use it on
page 22.
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13 Picture supports the
text.

4 hands/arms,
holding:

2 soda cans

2 bags of cans

Grass

Pavement

1 extra soda can

1 extra bag of
cans

Fun Foam, 1-2 flesh-like
color(s)

Hand 1 stencil
Hand 2 stencil
Adhesive back felt, 1-2

colors
Eric’s arm stencil
Pony beads, about 45
3 squares of plastic grocery

bag, about 6” x 6”
3 eraser muffs
Texture tape, about 9”
Green Fun Fur (short) or

adhesive back felt

Trace Hand 1 stencil onto Fun Foam 2x.
Trace Hand 2 and Eric’s arm stencils 1x
each. Cut them out.

Adhere the texture tape to the lower part
of the page above the text. Cut a strip of
green felt or fur: 9” long and about 1” wide.
Adhere this to the page just above the
texture tape. If you are using fur, make
sure the hairs point up (like grass).

Create three bags of cans, as on previous
pages. Glue two of the bags overlapping the
texture tape and felt/fur, with hot glue.
Glue the third bag above the felt/fur (this
bag is being lifted). Use Goop to glue one
eraser muff “can” to the texture tape
(pavement).

Glue all three hands and the hand/arm to
the page, coming at the objects from
different directions. Make sure at least one
hand is touching the lifted bag.
Use Goop to glue eraser muff “cans” into the
palm of at least one hand. Cut strips from
the remaining felt to make sleeves for the
hands.
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14 Picture supports the
text.

1 book shelf

2 books

4 popsicle sticks
1-2 magazines or printed
brochures
Stapler

Cut the rounded ends off of two of the
popsicle sticks. Glue these horizontally to
the page, above the text, about 1.5” apart.

Glue the remaining two sticks to the page,
bracketing the horizontal sticks.

Cut two “books” from the spine of the
magazine(s)/brochure(s), about 1” high.

Remove some pages if the “book” seems
disproportionately thick and staple the
spine. Even out the pages with scissors, if
necessary. Glue both books to the page,
between/on the popsicle stick “shelves.”

15 Picture supports the
text. Recognize the
object from previous
pages.

2 hands/arms,
holding:

1 book

1 bag of cans

Fun Foam, 1-2 flesh-like
color(s)

Hand 1 stencil
Pony beads, about 15
1 square of plastic grocery

bag, about 6” x 6”
Adhesive back felt, 1-2
colors
1-2 magazines or printed
brochures
Stapler

Create a bag of cans as on previous pages.
Make two books, as on page 14.

Glue the books on the left and the bag of
cans on the right, about 1” above the text.
Trace Hand 1 stencil onto Fun Foam 2x and
cut. Glue one hand over one of the books.
Glue the other hand over the knot of the
bag. Cut two strips of felt to make sleeves
(about 1/2” x 2”). Extend the sleeves almost
to the edges of the page.
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16 Recognize the “high-
five” representation and
reinforce the concept.
Talk about why is Jacob
“high-five”-ing Eric in
this picture?

A “high-five”
(Eric and
Jacob)

Fun Foam, 1-2 flesh-like
color(s)
Eric’s arm stencil
Jacob’s arm stencil

Trace Eric’s arm and Jacob’s arm stencils
onto Fun Foam (the same or different
colors).

Glue Jacob’s arm to the page. Then, glue
Eric’s arm to the page with his hand
overlapping Jacob’s.

The arms should be coming from opposite
directions.

17 Picture supports the
text.

1 box, containing:

3-4 books

1 book (outside
of the box)

Box 2 stencil
Thin cardboard
1-2 magazines or printed
brochures
Stapler
A ruler
X-acto blade or box-cutter

 Make 3-4 books as on page 14, varying
sizes.
Trace Box 2 stencil onto cardboard.

Score the cardboard along the dotted lines
and fold to make a box. Glue flaps (a) onto
flap (b). Use the flaps on the back to glue
the box to the page, above the text. Use
hot glue to glue the books inside the box.

Glue one book to the page outside the box,
so that the pages can be flipped.
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18 How thick is this stack?
By feeling the individual
bills, the student can
associate a tangible
quantity with the value
of “$200.” Notice that
each stack is the same
size at the one stack on
page 12.
Compare the feeling of
this amount to the
amount on page 12.

2 stacks of 100
bills ($200)

2 sheets of Light green
paper, 8.5” x 11”

2 thin strips of brown paper
(from a grocery bag),
about 1/8” x 1”

Separate the remaining pieces of green
paper (see Front Cover) into two equal
stacks, about 50 each.

Bind each stack around the center with
masking or graphics tape. Glue to the page
with hot glue, side by side.

19 Picture supports the
text.

Interior of a
Food Bank:

Large boxes

Shelves

Small boxes

3 cans

4 bottles

1 loaf of bread

2 plastic
containers

Thick or thin cardboard
Fun Foam, black
5 wooden coffee stirrers
3 eraser muffs
1 straw
1 small piece of sponge

(yellow or white), about
1.5” x 3/4”

Plastic from one sandwich or
bread bag, about 3” x 3”

Pony beads, about 15
1 square of plastic grocery

bag, about 6” x 6”
1 medium sized plastic cap

(women’s shaving cream
cap works great)

1 soda bottle cap

Use the wooden coffee stirrers to make a shelf
(2 sides; 5 shelves) on one half of the page. Glue
with hot glue.

Use the other half of the page for large boxes:
Cut 4 cardboard squares, about 2”-3” each. Leave
about 2” of space between the boxes and the
shelf. Glue the boxes in a stack (flat on the
page).

Create two bags of cans, as on previous pages.
Glue these one above the other in the space
between the large boxes and the shelf.
Arrange and glue on the shelves, after making:
Small boxes: 2-3 small cardboard squares, 1”
each or less. Bottles: Cut 4 pieces of the straw,
1/2” each. Use a hole puncher to make 4 Fun
Foam circles (caps). Glue these to one end of
each straw piece.
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2 bags of cans Cans: eraser muffs. Use “Goop;” run a thin strip
of packing tape through each one to secure it to
the page after the glue is dry.
1 Loaf of bread: wrap the 3” square of sandwich
bag plastic around the sponge, leaving one end
open, and secure it with hot glue on the back.
Twist the open end closed. 2 Containers: Use PVC
pipe cutters to cut the soda cap in half,
lengthwise. Use one or both halves. Cut the
medium plastic cap into unequal parts, so one arc
is less than half (use the small piece). Glue these
with “Goop.”

20 Picture supports the
text.

Jacob’s face

Imagination
bubble

3 rocks

Fun Foam, a flesh-like color
Jacob A stencil
1 Adhesive back felt dot
Black Puff Paint
3 small rocks, different

textures

Trace Jacob A onto Fun Foam and cut. Glue near
the right edge of the page, above the text.

Add a small piece of Fun Foam for a nose. Draw
eyes and mouth with black Puff Paint.

Cut two small strips of felt from the dot to make
eyebrows. They may need to be secured with
extra hot glue.

Use goop to glue the three rocks to the middle of
the page (over the print picture is fine).

With black Slick Paint, draw an “imagination
bubble” around the rocks and three smaller
bubbles leading to Jacob’s head.
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21 Picture supports the
text. Read the Braille
on the bill and discuss
the form and
denominations of U.S.
currency.  Discuss what
student might do if
someone gave them
$100.

$100 Cardstock or construction
paper; light green

“$100” image or play-money
bill

Photocopy or print the image of the $100 bill
onto the green paper, to real scale.

Braille “100” in the upper right and left corners.
Braille “One Hundred Dollars” across the bottom.

Glue the bill to the page.

22 Picture supports the
text.

Jacob, holding
$100

Fun Foam, a flesh-like color
Jacob A and B stencils
Hand 1 stencil
1 Adhesive back felt dot
Black Puff Paint
Adhesive back felt
Green paper, about 50

pieces: 1.5” x 5/8”
1 thin strip of brown paper

bags (about 1/8” wide x
1.5” long)

Trace Jacob B onto felt and cut. Adhere the felt
to the center of the page above the text.

Trace Hand 1 stencil onto Fun Foam and cut. Glue
the hand at the end of Jacob’s raised sleeve.

Trace Jacob A onto Fun Foam and cut. Glue to
the page above Jacob B. Add a small piece of Fun
Foam for a nose.

Draw eyes and mouth (smile) with black Puff
Paint.  Cut two small strips of felt from the dot
to make eyebrows. They may need to be secured
with extra hot glue.

Glue the remaining stack of bound green paper
(see page 12) into the palm of his hand.






